


Street End Salad
1 large ruby red grapefruit
2 cups mustard or dandelion greens

(washed and cut into 1-inch strips)
1 cup Italian parsley leaves
1/4 cup fresh mint leaves
Olive oil
Sea salt flakes

1. Cut peel and any white pith from grapefruit with a sharp knife, then 
cut sections free from membranes. Toss with mustard greens.

2. Just before serving, toss greens with dressing (olive oil, or Linden 
Blossom Runoff if prepared). Salt to taste.

At noon on October 5th, 1950, a reinforced concrete sewer exploded in the 
heart of Greenpoint, blowing manhole covers three stories high, shattering 

shop windows, injuring three persons, and ripping open a ten foot section of 
pavement at the intersection of Manhattan Avenue and Huron Street. Gasoline 

leaking from at least one of the area’s many oil refineries had seeped into the city’s 
plumbing and ignited. Chemical tests pointed to ExxonMobil, but they denied it. Oil 

continued to leak for three more decades, until a Coast Guard helicopter noticed an oil slick 
flowing out of a bulkhead near Meeker Avenue in 1978.

Captain Fleischell:

   A benzene rose
Wheezing, watery, stretching out
Soap-crete, sprawling rainbow, reporting
 from above
A wake of worse-than-rot
Blight, bluntly speaking, poison

 Petro-Chemical Association:

No admissions, son.
Is it better to be inflicted and convalescing 

Or sick to death without knowing it?
Symptoms? Do you drag feet in the mud or
swallow down bile at business meetings?
   Astral oil, global family





Linden Blossom Runoff
3 cups water   
5 cups linden blossoms, separated from stems   
4 lemons, zest and juice
2 cups cane sugar   
1 1/2 cups agave nectar

1. Add the sugar and agave nectar to the water in a non-reactive pot 
(no copper) and bring just to a boil, stirring until sugar is dissolved.

2. Rinse blossoms and give a little shake to remove any bugs or dirt. 
Remove pot from heat and add the lemon juice, zest and flowers.

3. Cover and leave on the counter for about 24 hours, then put in the 
fridge for two to four days to give the flowers time to infuse their 
flavor into the syrup. Four days is better than two.  

4. Pour the syrup through a fine-meshed metal sieve or cheesecloth, 
into glass jars or bottles of your choice. Will keep in the refrigerator 
for at least a month.   

 Mayor Koch:

In case of necessity, call
 where the shore should be
Shake on it?

your walk is
 practically rural
if no one
is around

Dutch Kills, Reach B:

Do y’all really think you are doing good?
Saying, you have no one to blame but your 
own body
   set foot on the beach
 never-hardening slough slime
 eats the shoe whole
 skids across land 
 like a bird would on water
  Don’t strike a match

Signs pointed to Mobil again, and again they denied culpability. 
Because Newtown Creek is not classified as a navigable waterway, 

the Coast Guard turned over the complex investigation of fault to the 
state of New York. It was not considered a priority because Brooklyn had 

ceased using its immediate groundwater as a drinking source in 1947. The 
problem was passed back to New York City in the aftermath of the financial 

meltdown of the 1970s in which Trump bought out massive amounts of real estate 
in exchange for huge tax breaks, and the city was broke. NYC ignored the spill to avoid 

costly battles with oil company lawyers for a decade as the plume continued to grow. 
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The spill was twice as big as the Exxon Valdez. Between 17 and 
30 million gallons of oil leaked from ExxonMobil’s historic refinery 

and storage facilities. The uncontained product consists of a blend of 
petroleum-related liquids (oils, naphtha, kerosene, gasoline, and others). 

This plume stretched over 55 acres underneath commercial and residential 
Greenpoint, from the ExxonMobil Brooklyn terminal to the Brooklyn-Queens 

Expressway, and west to an area located between Monitor Street and Kingsland 
Avenue. The plume impacted the soils and groundwater in both a shallow aquifer 

under the former refinery properties and a deeper regional aquifer. But this was not yet 
public knowledge.

[Undisclosed Representative]:

Thank you for joining me in here, 
at our nation’s most refined capital zone. 
The wonders,
Naptha Cracking
Groundwater Columns
Purity, Essence

Safety is our highest priority, 
 (see, molecule management and polyethylene portfolios)

The water table has quietly reversed, no, concerns, whatsoever. 

Then, to add insult to injury, Mobil spilled again: 35,000 gallons in 1988. Dangerous vapors 
were discerned invading a city sewer under North Henry Street. June 18, 1990, New York 
State’s Department of Environmental Conservation and ExxonMobil entered into a consent 
order. Clean-up efforts supposedly began. 

 Grab the oil 
Slurp it up using a Cone of Depression. 
  Torsion and Extortion
 What is the other side of surveillance? Can the people watch 
the money? Grab the oil fam.
 Where do you fall when you fall through the curb grate, into 
the sewer, swirl out into the creek, and settle, the product lay mostly 
on top of the water table, in a layer ranging in thickness from a few 
inches to almost 20 feet at its northernmost under Kingsland Avenue.





Thomas Gold’s theory of Deep Hot Biosphere suggests that petroleum 
is not a fossil fuel, and that oil has its origins in natural gas flows which 

feed bacteria living in the bowels of the Earth. Therefore, the demonarchy 
of oil is not subjected to the laws of the dead (i.e. the preserved corpses of 

prehistoric organisms) but rather is animated by a Plutonic vitalism (abiogenic 
petroleum generated by nether biosphere of the Earth). Petroleum surfaces from 

primordial origins—thus it is not of the Earth but of the Outside, planted here as a 
xeon-chemical Insider. Oil is produced by Plutonic forces and the nether biosphere, rather 

than from the decomposition of fossils and organic body-counts. Consequently, oil is far more 
substantial and follows a different, autonomous logic of planetary distribution.

Reza Negarestani, Cyclonopedia: Complicity with Anonymous Materials (Re:Press 2008) 72

Steamed Mussels in Engel Broth
from Ficus Interfaith

4 pounds fresh mussels  
2 tablespoons olive oil  
1 shallot, minced  
2 garlic cloves, shaved  
4 sprigs fresh thyme  
1 cup Engel milk wine (US Patent # 2,449,064)  
1 lemon, juiced  
1 cup chicken broth, low-sodium  
Pinch red pepper flakes  
1/2 cup roughly chopped parsley  
2 tablespoons unsalted butter

1. Rinse the mussels under cold running water while scrubbing with a 
vegetable brush. Discard any mussels that are open or have broken 
shells.

2. Heat oil in a very large pot, and saute the shallot, garlic and thyme 
until shallots become transparent and aromatic.

3. Add the mussels and give them a good toss. Add milk wine, lemon 
juice, chicken broth and red pepper flakes; cover the pot and steam 
over medium-high heat for 5 minutes until the mussels open.

4. Toss in the parsley and butter, recover the pot, and steam for 
another minute.

5. Serve immediately, with bread for dipping.  
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Twice-Cooked Lucky Spinach Dice
1lb fresh spinach (10-12 cups)   
Olive oil   
2 tsp sea salt   
1/2 tsp black pepper   

1. Rinse spinach leaves and steam in a covered pot for 3-4 minutes, 
careful not to overcook.

2. Remove spinach from steamer. On a cutting board, pack it into a 
dense rectangle, about 1/2 inch thick.

3. With a clean towel (one that you don’t mind staining green), pat the 
cake of spinach to remove as much moisture as possible.

4. Use a sharp knife to cut the rectangle into consistent 1/2 inch cubes. 
Leave overnight in refrigerator for added drying time.

5. Sautee in a hot frying pan, adding salt and pepper to taste and turn-
ing cubes until crispy.

6. Serve immediately.   

SATAN SALMON (voice of Karen)

There is never enough protein, never too much protein,
A demonically possessed fillay of salmon,

A demonically possessed piece of frozen salmon shipped across the 
sea,

propelled by fossil fuels, propelled by Dinosaur bones it infiltrates your 
freezer,

Now you have Satan sitting in your freezer, masked as healthy Omega 3 fatty ac-
ids, The Anti-Alpha and the Anti-Omega 3 fatty acids is now thawing in your sink,
You thaw this piece of frozen Satan Salmon, thouroghly,
And enjoy with a generous glass of Pinot No Are.
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P.O.P’s

Systemic industries dot biz, tobacco, plastics, petroleum, Koorn, solvents, 
Surfactants, pharmaceuticals, 

these may arrive naturally, for example: volcanoes,

but most are man made, 

These are cyclical P.O.P’s: persistent organic pollutants

Not to be mistaken for a cluster of anonymities

For example: the vest, the suit, the ice pack,

Two bobcats wrestling and rolling down a hill in a southern state,

Someone stabbing trees with Meat wrapped knives in a midwestern state,

Chest plates, medical display clamps, angioplasty, insects, Cock Roaches, beetles
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It wasn’t until 2002 that a class action suit was initiated by the Hudson 
River Fisherman’s Association, now called Riverkeeper.

Basil Seggos:

 Man with Fish 
 Full of Sludge
  Hazard Section

• Hold Me
• Under Water
• Grey Wetness
• A thousand pounds, he fed himself free

  Grave! What we use the earth for.
   No pescar!
    FUCK!
  Do not remove

 In 2007, New York State finally joined in to lead the lawsuit against ExxonMobil. “This 
company cannot ignore the harm its oil spill has caused to the environment and residents 
of Greenpoint, Brooklyn,” New York State Attorney General Andrew Cuomo said in 
a statement. “The allegations made by the New York State Attorney General are not 
supported by the facts and are unfounded,” ExxonMobil spokesman Barry Wood said.
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Full Integration, A Recipe for Success in the Modern Chemical 
Industry

Unlike oil spills produced by a single event, petroleum and other industrial 
contaminants accumulated over more than 100 years as a result of multiple 

releases by multiple contributors, such as: 
Acme Fertilizer, Chesebrough Manufacturing Company, Dutch West India 

Company,  Empire Transit Mix, Kinder Morgan, Laurel Hill Chemical Works, 
Long Island Carpet Cleaners, Inc., National Grid, Nichols Chemical Works, Peerless 

Importers, Phelps Dodge Refinery, Standard Oil California (later Chevron), Standard 
of Indiana (later Amoco), Standard Jersey (later Exxon), Standard Oil of New York (later 
Mobil), Standard Oil Ohio (later BP), U.S. & Canada Degreasing Syndicate, Van Iderstine 
Rendering Plant...

Broken Glass Surprise Salad
3-ounce package lime gelatin
3-ounce package orange gelatin
1 envelope unflavored gelatin
1 stick butter, melted
3/4 cup sugar
20-ounce can crushed pineapple
1 large box whipped topping mix
1 cup cold milk
1 teaspoon vanilla

1. Make each box of lime, orange, and cranberry gelatin according to 
package directions. Pour each flavor into a greased pan and chill in 
refrigerator until set. Cut into 1/2-inch cubes.

2. Drain juice from crushed pineapple and add water to juice to make 
1 cup. Dissolve unflavored gelatin in 1 tablespoon cold water and 
then mix it with pineapple juice in a saucepan. Heat at medium 
temperature until pineapple juice mixture is hot, then set aside to 
cool.

4. Whip two 1.3-ounce envelopes of whipped topping with cold milk 
according to package directions. Fold in remaining 1/2 cup sugar and 
vanilla. Fold in cooled pineapple juice mixture, drained pineapple 
and gelatin cubes. Pour into prepared pan and chill in refrigerator 
until set, at least 2 hours. Slice into cubes to serve.





I could use an illusion.

What else is at the cafe?

Ok.

Approximately half the news is fit to print.

Cake is the reason to come here. 

Dykes always talk loudly when they assume they are meeting another dyke or series 
of dykes or even a queer person that they assume could be a dyke.

Am I the bug eating or being eaten?

Purgatory could arguably be being stuck in a tunnel expecting daylight that never 
comes.

Prescribed Orders

On Shabby but Thriving by A.K. Burns at the New Museum



Rindon Johnson
Navajo White, Colonial Red, and Kona Brown spray paint + primer

“Native Soil” latex paint  for wall color, not pictured



Silence is a form of longing.

People have been craving pleasure for weeks now.

A.A. said this part would be excruciating.

The view is best if you stand in the walk way.

Get out of the way.

A brown arm tearing at a white thing.

A white arm tearing at a white thing.

Put your fingers in the tank.

Are you in town for the biannual?

Ok.

What else can we drag down the stairs?

Ok.

I’ll be the couch or the fish or the monkey.

Some form of terror, some form of communion, some fresh human smells of horror.

Ok.

Whose body is that?

Is this?

What do you call a half nude descending a staircase?

Ok.

Honestly the sofa barely fits thru the door.

Ok.

I’m so sorry to use all this nonsense to comfort you.

Ok.

Just stand there, let’s try this again.
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Garlic Pickle Bread
1 tbsp sugar
1 tbsp olive oil
1-1/2 tsp salt
2 full heads of garlic, cloves cut in half
1-1/2 cups bread flour
3/4 cup pickle juice
1/2 cup whole wheat flour
2-1/4 tsp active dry yeast

1. In a small bowl, stir yeast into 1/4 cup of water and let sit for 5 
minutes. Add whole wheat flour and mix. Let sit for 30-60 minutes 
depending on room temperature, or until bubbles can be seen on 
surface. 

2. In a medium bowl, use wet hands to mix bread flour and pickle juice, 
incorporating well until dough forms a sticky ball.

3. Mix in sugar, salt, olive oil, garlic, and contents of the small bowl.

4. On a floured surface, knead dough for 3 minutes. Placed in a lightly 
oiled bowl, and let rise in a warm place for 1 hour, or until doubled 
in size.

5. Scoop out the dough and place it again on a floured surface, 
flattening it into a rectangle. Fold it into thirds like a letter, then 
rotate 90° and fold into thirds again. Flip upside down and place on 
a floured cast iron pan or loaf pan, and let rise in a warm place for 
40 minutes.

6. Score three lines in top of dough, brush with water, and bake at 
400° for 25-35 minutes, or until loaf sounds hollow when tapped.

 More than 50 refineries have been located along Newtown 
Creek’s banks since the 1870s. Charles Pratt’s Astral Oil Works 

was America’s first major fuel refinery, which first saw international 
success by processing whale oil into kerosene. It was located where 

Metropolitan Avenue crosses over the waterway known as the Bushwick 
Inlet of Newtown Creek. Today Bayside Fuel has several huge oil storage tanks 

on this site.





Pickled Eggs in Hell
12 eggs
1 cup canned tomato sauce
1 1/2 cups apple cider vinegar
1 tsp celery seed
1 tbsp horseradish
1 tbsp red pepper flakes
2 tbsp sugar
1 tsp salt
1tsp black pepper

1. In a large saucepan, cover 12 eggs by 1 inch with water. Bring to a 
boil over highheat and boil for 10 minutes. Simultaneously, sterilize 
a quart-sized jar (or two smaller jars) by boiling in a separate pan 
for 10 minutes.

2. Plunge the eggs into a bath of icy water to cool, and then peel. Pack 
them in the still-warm jar(s).

3. Whisk together all other ingredients in a saucepan. Bring to a boil 
over high heat, then simmer for 5 minutes.

5. Pour the brine over the eggs, ensuring they are completely covered 
in the jar.

6. Wait at least three days, then serve over a pool of Black and White 
and Read All Over Sauce.

 In the industrial boom of the 1890s, local activists calling 
themselves the Fifteenth Ward Smelling Committee paddled 

up the creek seeking the polluters responsible for the foul stenches 
wafting from the once-pristine waterway that had been abundant with 

mussels and oysters among many other flora and fauna. 





Black and White and Read All Over Sauce
4 red peppers  
2 tbsp sour cream  
1/2 tsp salt  
1/2 teaspoon salt  
3 cloves garlic
2 tsp turmeric
3 tsp squid ink  

1. Roast red peppers, cut side down, on a baking sheet at 450° for 25 
minutes, until skins are charred.

2. Combine all ingredients in a food processor until smooth. Best 
served underneath Eggs in Hell.

 
By the turn of the century, the big man had only gotten bigger. 

Rockefeller’s Standard Oil Trust controlled 91 percent of refined 
oil flows in the United States. He had consolidated every competitor, 

including Astral Oil. The monopoly was forcefully broken up by Sherman 
Antitrust law of 1911 into 34 companies that are now the world’s major oil 

companies.





Drag Reducing Polymers

Take one image, rotate 360 degrees, a complete body scan
Put it through a system knowing all machines will eventually fail 
The Wrong Ratchet head? <= Nuclear Armageddon 
Alter the nipple topology from inside the hollow body - invert all the normals
Cast in glycerine, cast in gelatin, cast in resin, cast in A.B.S 
Work with DRAG REDUCING POLYMERS, Turbulence must be suppressed,
D.R.P’s will aid suppression,
the technology is being developed for blood and oil, 
Better flow, means better life 
DRAG,
In, Drag,
Being, In, Drag,
Being in Drag Reducing Polymers 
An aortic surge, in the ear, the temple, the crease of the chest while lying sideways
and the reclining figure flicks her nails at a future sphinx
Asking which desert pyramid offers
the most receptive data set in the sinking sand?
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Cliff crumbling, black marshy 
 speared with doubt
 excess, braided with an ectoplasm eye 
Hey, sorry if I’ve opened up a wormhole 
 let me know what I can do to help. 
ExxonMobil takes its environmental responsibilities very seriously and monitors water 
and free product levels on a monthly basis to prevent potential seepage into Newtown 
Creek. 
 
 
Vapor intrusion
A frozen smile helps no one.
 Rather, a deepening frown 
A boat’s underbelly, barnacled,
Docked, or sunk for insurance purposes
 Watery Burning 
 Soreness and/or Blisters Corp.
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Potato Parsnip Smileys
1 large boiled potato 
2 large boiled parsnips 
2 tablespoons grated cheese 
Salt and pepper to taste 
3 tablespoons cornstarch 
Canola oil for deep frying

1. Grate boiled potatoes and parsnips, then mix well with cheese, salt, 
and pepper. 

2. Add cornstarch and mix well 

3. Shape into a round dough ball  

4. Let rest in fridge for 1 hour 

5. Divide the dough into smaller, 2-inch balls before flattening them 
into discs 

6. With a straw, poke out two eye holes clear through the potato disc. 
Use the side of a spoon to make a smiling mouth. 

7. Heat oil to 375° and drop potato smileys in to fry until crispy. 

8. Place on paper towel to collect extra oil, and serve warm with 
ketchup.

 ExxonMobil is actively siphoning up the oil lake that still sits 
underneath Greenpoint, but says it must be done slowly. They 

claim if they siphon too fast a large part of Greenpoint would fall into 
a sinkhole. Only approximately 8.8 million gallons have been recovered 

to date. The petroleum product removed is shipped by ExxonMobil to New 
Jersey for reprocessing and sale.
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Dandelion Fritter Pops
from Ficus Interfaith

Dandelion flower heads, with stalk
Olive oil for frying
2 tbsp cornmeal
Pinch of salt
1 egg, lightly beaten
Thyme and lavender buds for garnish

1. Rinse your dandelion flowers and gently pat dry.

2. Place a frying pan over a medium heat and, when hot, add a thin 
layer of olive oil to pan.

3. Mix the cornmeal and salt in a separate bowl.

4. Dip the flowers first in the beaten egg and then in the seasoned 
cornmeal.

5. Fry in batches, stalk side up, until golden. Remove from oil with 
slotted spoon and transfer to a plate.

6. Garnish with fresh thyme and lavender. Serve immediately.

DRUGS_Moms Medicine

(Tessa):

1: Losartan,

2: Pantoprazole, 40mg 1 tab daily,,

3: Amlodipine Besylate, 5mg 1 tab daily with food, (high blood pressure?),,

4: *Allopurinol, 100mg 2 tab with food, (for gout?)*,,

5: Metformin, 

6: Simvastatin ,

7: Atenolol ,

(High blood pressure),,

8: Cetirizine HCL,,

(Allergies medication),,

9: Victoza daily Subcutaneous injection,,:

Jonathan Durham
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Ogorkawa (Polish Pickle Soup)
1 onion, diced
1 large leek, finely chopped
1 carrot, diced
1 parsnip, diced
1/2 celery root, peeled and chopped
3 large baking potatoes, peeled and diced
3-4 cubes garlic, chopped
1-2 teaspoons thyme
1-2 teaspoons fennel seed
1 bay leaf
2 tablespoon chopped fresh dill
5 cups chicken stock
1 tbsp butter
32 oz jar sour dill pickles
Sour cream to taste

1. Melt butter in large pot over medium heat. Add onion and leek and 
saute about 5 minutes, or until onion looks transparent. Add carrot, 
parsnip, celery root, garlic, thyme, marjoram, bay leaf, and chicken 
stock. Cook until vegetables are tender but still a little crunchy, 
about 20 minutes. Add the potatoes last, so they do not overcook.

2. While soup is simmering, strain the pickle brine and pour into soup. 
Use a cheese grater and coarsely grate the pickles. Add to soup 
when vegetables are tender.

3. Taste and season with salt and pepper.

4. Serve with freshly chopped dill and sour cream.

5. Note, soup tastes better the next day.
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to celebrate, a cocktail!

Fraudulent Bankruptcy
1-1/2 oz gin
3 oz fresh grapefruit juice
1/2 tsp squid ink
1 tbsp spirulina
1 green Maraschino cherry

1. Spread spirulina powder evenly on a flat plate.

2. Wet rim of glass, and coat with spirulina.

3. Add gin, grapefruit juice, and squid ink, stirring carefully. 

4. Top with a large ice cube and a green Maraschino cherry.

In 2010, ExxonMobil paid out a $25 million settlement, chump 
change for one of the world’s richest companies with annual 

revenue surpassing $400 billion. Besides clean-up efforts, the 
settlement established the Greenpoint Community Environmental Fund 

(GCEF). These funds are still being doled out in 2017. Riverkeeper is seeking 
creative input for how to transform the Newtown Creek, continue remediation 

work, and use the shoreline for public access and parks.

Visit riverkeeper.org/newtowncreek to add your ideas!
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Image courtesy of Keene Kelderman Environmental Integrity Project



Printed on the occasion of Astral Oil, Global Family, an exhibition 
organized by Sorry Archive with work by Jonathan Durham and 

Rindon Johnson at the Java Project, June 30 - July 30.

Thank you to the artists, Dakota Sica, Kyle Jacques, Patti Harrison, Keene 
Kelderman, and the Newtown Creek Alliance.

www. sorry.land
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